Effect of Fresnel reflections in a hybrid air-core photonic-bandgap fiber ring-resonator gyro.
A novel hybrid polarization-maintaining (PM) air-core photonic bandgap fiber (PBF) ring resonator is firstly demonstrated by using a conventional solid-core PM fiber optical coupler formed by splicing a section of PM air-core PBF into the resonator. Due to Fresnel reflections exist at the two junctions between the air-core PBF and the solid-core fiber, the forward output signal of this hybrid ring resonator is the normal resonant curve with the superposition of the lightwaves that experienced even numbers of Fresnel reflections and the backward output signal is composed of lightwaves that experienced odd numbers of Fresnel reflections. Rigorous derivations of the forward and backward output signals are given out. The biggest resonant depth and finesse of the hybrid air-core PBF ring resonator predicted are 0.352 and 6.3 respectively by assuming a splice loss of 1.8 dB per junction. These predictions are finally confirmed by testing both the forward and backward output signals of the hybrid ring resonator. With the countermeasures against the influences of the odd numbers of Fresnel reflections, a bias stability of 0.007°/s is successfully demonstrated in a hybrid PM air-core PBF ring-resonator gyro.